Abstract

This study analyzes the main four books of J. L. Prieto in order to delimit what materials he considers to be critical, decisive in the construction of the message. The method used is comparative-meta-analytical. It turns out that J. L. Prieto counts on the signal as the main type of semio-semantic material that is used when building messages.
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1. Introduction

Luis J. Prieto is the most important linguist who, through the theoretical choice of the message, enters the signal order. “Messages and signals” is his reference book. In his view, semiology is “science of signals” (L. J. Prieto, 1972, p. 6). Signals are designed as tools for transmitting messages, an operation described by Prieto in terms that remind Eric Buyssens. Like this, Prieto emphasizes the social function and fundamental relationships of the communication act (called by Eric Buyssens, modalities, Buyssens, 1969). Transmitting a message means setting up one of those social relationships we call “information”, “interrogation” or “order”. The transmitter of a signal, ie the
one who produces it, thus triggering what is called a “semic act”, does so to inform the receiver of something, to ask him something or finally to order something: “Information, interrogation or order is the message the transmitter is trying to transmit with the signal” (LJ Prieto, 1972, p.9). In his act, the transmitter produces indices by which he deliberately appreciates Prieto, providing the receiver with indications of the interpersonal relationship. By knocking at a door, hailing at an intersection, wearing the Red Cross band, marking a meeting on the agenda, we produce semicrams. In order to achieve the Semic act, that is, to transmit the message (which is the purpose of triggering the Semic act) “it is necessary - and sufficient - on the one hand, that the receiver realizes the intention of the transmitter to send a certain message, the other part, to identify what this message is. “(Prieto, 1972, p. 10) Thus, on the one hand, the intentionality of a certain message “, on the other hand, the knowledge of the code, which makes it possible to precisely select the intention of the transmitter from the set of information, questions or orders that can be imagined. The way in which the signal performs this mission (the function of the message or the signal mechanism) is one of the fundamental issues that semiology is called to study. The analogies presented by the various codes in terms of operating mechanisms make it possible to study them in this context. The essential differences between codes (languages) will therefore not be at the level of the functioning mechanism, because “all codes are seamed, since they are everywhere entities composed of a signal class and a class of messages that correspond in such a way that when the signal belongs to a certain class of signals, the message is always a member of the corresponding message class” (Prieto, 1972, p. 153).

2. Several semiologies

Like other specialists, Prieto appreciates that the phenomenon of communication must be studied in semiology. Depending on the field, there are, according to Prieto, three semiologies.
a) Semiology of communication is considered an extension of linguistics, in the area of manifestation of “languages” in the sense that they are identical to “discourse about something”, whatever its substance of manifestation; linguistic, in a narrow sense, would be subordinated or embedded in this semiology of communication. “The notion of communication, according to Prieto, must be defined ... as establishing a social relationship between two persons due to an index (sn) produced by one of them, and by means of which it provides the other person with an indication (s) regarding this report social “(Prieto, 1975a, p. 126). Under these circumstances, communication becomes significant. The social report is an information, an injunction or a question and is the “message”, and the index that the transmitter produces and through which the message is transmitted is the “signal”. Semiology of communication would deal with signs that have signal properties, that is, intentional indices, which, for example, distinguished Buyssens (1969) from natural or spontaneous ones. Intentiveness involves the convention, and this, communication, that is, a social report (Ali, 2018; Vaničková, 2019; Vasylenko, 2019). Semiology of the communication must determine how these signals work, linguistic or other, as well as the referent to whom they give the indication they give (Prieto, 1975a, pp. 127-128). The distinction between intentional indices (fauna: rainy) and natural indices (rain noise) leads to the definition of meaning (Rosca & Teposu, 2018; O'Regan, 2019; Arhip & Arhip, 2018): a natural index is one whose relationship with what is indicated, as well as its ability to be an index, exists by nature of things, while intentional indices acquire this capacity in a particular society that establishes the link between the index and the indicated work; in this case, conventional indexes are spoken. The meaning can therefore be defined as “the relationship that exists between an index and the indicated work when this relationship is not natural but established by a social group” (Prieto, 1975a, p. 129), and the semiology whose object is the meaning will be called “Semiology of Significance”.
b) The Semiology of Significance will deal both with the facts studied by the Semiology of Communication, ie signals and conventional signs that are not signals and which the Semiology of Communication does not study. Here comes all that Prieto proposes to call a “ceremony”: human behavior in general that becomes significant given that we live in society. The various manifestations of behaviour (Ghenea; Vasylenko, 2019; Bârgăoanu & Durach, 2019) can be studied using the methods developed for the study of linguistic significance or, more preferably, the methods of communication semiology.

c) Semiology of artistic communication that would be an area between the two previous semiologies. Its existence is only suggested as a hypothesis, because: “as the name of this branch postulates, the artistic phenomenon is probably a communicative phenomenon (sn) that would keep, if so, directly the semiology of communication, the communication resulting from a part of deliberate choice of ceremonies, that is to say, what constitutes, as I have said, the subject of Semiology of Significance “(Prieto, 1975a, pp. 115-116).

In Prieto's conception there is identity between sign and sign, between sign and sign, and, in the particular case of natural languages, between sign, sign and statement: Significant and appropriately signified is a sem. Semes, in codes called “languages”, receive the special name of “statements.” A code is a system of messages, messages. The “sign-function” therefore acquires at least an index value to which the social framework serves as a revelator: for this “sign-function”, Prieto proposes the name “ceremony”. “The manner in which the transmitter proceeds to denote the message, to the extent that this mode is the result of an election” is the style of communication (Prieto, 1975a, p. 102). It would be, on the one hand, the world of clues - “the immediately perceptible facts, says Prieto, that make us understand something about something else that is not” - and the world of signals on the other - that of “artificial clues” says Prieto, that is, the facts “which provide an indication and which have been expressly produced for it”. (E. Buysens (1969) said that for a perceptible fact to
be a signal, first of all, it must be produced to serve as a clue). Prieto argues that, to be sure there is communication, “it is necessary - and sufficient - if the receiver makes the proposal that the transmitter makes to send a determined message”, “the receiver will achieve the purpose of the transmitter to convey a determined message.” “How, he continues, is the signal arranged to allow the receiver to realize that the transmitter is trying to send a message? The answer is very simple: the signal of the fact itself produced indicates to the receiver what the transmitter proposes. Any language is, above all, a means of communication (Nistor, 2018; Björk, Danielsson & Basic, 2019; Middleton, 2019); only this function allows understanding the structure of a language” (Prieto, 1975b, p. 10), which leads to the possibility of claiming that at the basis of any knowledge there is a structure analogous to a language, and that any knowledge is involved in a practice. This practice in the case of language is communication (Prieto, 1975b, p. 10 and p. 151).

Natural human languages (Dixon, 2017; Mohamad, Ibrahim & Khaidzir, 2018; Basic, Delić & Sofradzija, 2019) are the only codes where there would be messages built in such a way “where it would be possible to adapt the circumstances to the amount of significant clues provided by the signal,” or in other words, to adapt the message economically to the situation in which takes part (Prieto, 1972, p. 168).

3. Conclusion

J. L. Prieto finds out two of the ten nuclear materials of the message: Sign and Signal. In order to build messages, a communicator has at its disposal ten materials: hint, index, indicator, sign, word, signal, symptom, story image, symbol. It can be said that J. L. Prieto imposed the signal as an important material of the message.
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